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QUESTION 1

The recruiters at Universal Containers have requested that the candidate list view match the look and feel of the
employee referral web page. What can be used to accomplish this? 

A. Page Layouts 

B. Visualforce 

C. Record Types 

D. Publisher Actions 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

The app builder at Universal Containers has been asked to ensure that the Country field on the Account object is
captured as the two-letter abbreviation. 

How can the app builder satisfy this requirement? 

A. Create a validation rule to set values using an external data source. 

B. Create a workflow rule that only allows the expected format. 

C. Create a validation rule that only allows the expected format. 

D. Create a workflow rule to set values using an external data source. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

Universal Containers needs to create a roll-up summary field on a custom object that counts the number of related
records on another custom object. 

What type of field must exist before the roll-up summary can be created, and where should it be located? 

A. A lookup relationship field on the parent object. 

B. A lookup relationship field on the child object. 

C. A master-detail relationship field on the parent object. 

D. A master-detail relationship field on the child object. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

A custom app can include one or more custom tabs. 

What kind of custom tabs can be included in an application? 

A. Lightning Page Tab 

B. Visualforce Tab 

C. Custom Object Tab 

D. All of the Above 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Person Accounts ___________. (Choose two.) 

A. Are enabled via feature license. 

B. Can only be merged with other person accounts. 

C. Have the same icon as Business accounts. 

D. Are enabled by default. 

E. Do use space in both account and contacts table. 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 6

When Record Types control picklist values, you need to ___________. (Choose two.) 

A. If removed from picklist, value won\\'t be available on any record types but the value on existing record will not
change. 

B. You need to manually add values to Opportunity Source, Lead Source and Case source. 

C. Manually add values to the Record Types. 

D. Other option. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 7

Which two options are available to an app builder when defining an object-specific Create Record custom action?
(Choose two.) 
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A. Allowing the end user to choose the record type. 

B. Specifying the fields and layout of the action. 

C. Redirecting the end user to the detail page of the target object. 

D. Pre-defining field values on the target object. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 8

Universal Containers wants their Field Sales team to only see the accounts that they own. Separate North American
and European marketing teams should only see accounts in their respective regions. The Inside Sales Team needs to
see all accounts in Salesforce. 

How can this be accomplished? 

A. Set the Organization-Wide Default to Public for accounts. Create profiles for each Marketing Team, and create an
Inside Sales Team role that is at the top of the Role Hierarchy. 

B. Set the Organization-Wide Default to Public for accounts. Create criteria-based sharing rules for each Marketing
Team, and create an Inside Sales Team permission set with the "View All" setting for accounts. 

C. Set the Organization-Wide Default to Private for accounts. Create permission sets for each Marketing Team, and
create an Inside Sales Team profile with the "View All" setting for accounts. 

D. Set the Organization-Wide Default to Private for accounts. Create criteria-based sharing rules for each Marketing
Team, and create an Inside Sales Team profile with the "View All" setting for accounts. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

At Universal Containers, multiple departments utilize the Case object for different purposes. Some users submit cases
for IT and HR requests. Other users provide customer support with case records. How can an App Builder enable
different users to see different fields, based on the case type? 

A. Create different case record types for IT, HR and Customer Support. Assign different page layouts to 

B. each record type by profile. 

C. Create different case field sets for IT, HR and Customer Support. Assign different field sets by profile. 

D. Create different case record types for IT, HR and Customer Support. Assign different page layouts to each record
type by role. 

E. Create different case field sets for IT, HR and Customer Support. Assign different field sets by role. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 10

Universal Containers is rolling out a new opportunity review process. Regional managers will need to edit opportunities
for their subordinates, but not for other groups. Managers and users should be able to view all opportunities. 

Which two approaches are recommended to meet their requirement? (Choose two.) 

A. Set organization-wide defaults to public read/only. 

B. Create standard role hierarchies 

C. Set organization-wide defaults to public read/write. 

D. Create criteria based sharing rules. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 11

The Training team at Universal Containers uses a custom Training object to track their customer trainings. An app
builder needs to create a relationship between the Training object and the related Students\\' record. A private sharing
model is in place for both Students and Training. 

Which two statements are true when creating a Student Lookup field on the Training object? (Choose two.) 

A. On Training record, the Student Lookup field can be made optional. 

B. On Student record, users can set on Roll-up summary field on Training records. 

C. On Training record, users can only delete Students, if they have access to it. 

D. Cross-object field updates between Training and Student records are not supported. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 12

Which of the following are advantages to using Lightning Process Builder over Workflow rules? (Choose two.) 

A. There are more actions available to you. 

B. Lightning Process Solutions are bulkified while Workflow rules are not. 

C. Solutions run faster. 

D. Solutions may have more than one outcome. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 13
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A user\\'s profile does not have any permissions to view a custom object. However, the Organization Wide Defaults for
the custom object are set to Public Read/Write. Users with this profile will still be able to access the custom object. 

A. True 

B. False 

Correct Answer: B 

Profile level access will override the OWD. 

 

QUESTION 14

The VP of Account Management at Universal Containers has requested that all Contacts\\' mailing postal codes match
the associated account\\'s shipping postal code. 

How can this be enforced using validation rules? 

A. Create a validation rule using a Not Equal operator. 

B. Create a validation rule using a Compare operator. 

C. Create a validation rule using the DISTANCE() function. 

D. Create a validation rule using the GEOLOCATION() function. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 15

What is true regarding person accounts in Salesforce? (Choose two.) 

A. Person accounts do not have a "Parent Account" field. 

B. Person accounts do not have the Account Hierarchy feature. 

C. Person Accounts can be enabled in setup. 

D. Person accounts can have contacts. 

E. Leads cannot be converted to Person Accounts. 

Correct Answer: AB 
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